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Abstract:  During the past two decades, increasing amounts of information have become
available about the performance of physicians for the common cognitive tasks of making
diagnoses and estimating prognoses.  These studies have demonstrated both excellent and poor
performance by physicians.  Among the reasons for less than optimal performance are cognitive
limitations associated with the use of heuristics (rules of thumb) and the occurrence of cognitive
biases.  Obstacles to accurate probability estimation include three heuristics:  availability (using
the ease with which instances come to mind as a proxy for likelihood of occurrence),
representativeness (pattern recognition), anchoring and adjustment (updating an initial estimate
after additional information becomes available) and three cognitive biases: ego (self-serving
probability estimates), hindsight (knowledge that the event occurred inflating the estimate that it
would have occurred), and anticipated regret (allowing the undesirability of a diagnosis or
outcome to alter the estimate of its likelihood of occurrence).  Impediments to optimal
information synthesis include confirmatory bias (tendency only to seek information that will
confirm, rather than disconfirm, hypotheses), ignoring negative evidence (using abnormal but not
normal findings to make a diagnosis or estimate prognosis), and framing (different ways to
present the same information).  Knowledge of cognitive limitations and development of
techniques to assess components of judgmental accuracy (e.g., lens model analysis) have allowed
specific methods for improving judgments to be identified and investigated.  Such knowledge also
should influence the research agendas of those who wish to design and test methods of providing
interpretive guidance or influencing decision making based on laboratory test results.

     In most clinical settings, much medical opportunities for a systematic research effort
decision making occurs at an informal or into methods to enhance both medical
intuitive level and includes such tasks as judgments and outcomes.
synthesizing information and estimating the      In the sections that follow, I provide a)
likelihood of current unknowns (e.g., brief definitions and examples of specific
diagnoses) or future events (e.g., prognoses). impediments and obstacles to intuitive
Systematic errors in judgments (cognitive decision making and b) outline methods that
bias) have been documented in nonmedical have been used (or might be examined) to
and medical settings.   Cognitive avoid or minimize the associated cognitive1,2,3

limitations provide both challenges for limitations.
current methods of decision making and
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Impediments to optimal information
synthesis
     Confirmatory bias is the tendency to seek absolute risks.   Mathematically equivalent
evidence that can be used to confirm (but not rates may not be cognitively equivalent, a
disconfirm) hypotheses.   One can view fact that has not been lost on pharmaceutical4,5

such evidence as contributing to predictive companies or research investigators.
value positive, rather than predictive value
negative.  Eddy  cites an article from the4

surgical literature where the author discusses
how a “positive” mammogram can increase      Heuristics: Familiar “rules of thumb” or
the likelihood of breast cancer (predictive other intuitive shortcuts may help simplify
value positive).  The fact that a “negative” complex decision tasks but can lead to
mammogram decreases the likelihood of systematic errors in judgments.
breast cancer was not considered (predictive      The availability heuristic occurs when a
value negative).  Confirmatory bias may also physician uses the ease with which diagnoses
affect the interpretation of data.  Walston or outcomes are recalled as a proxy for the6

demonstrated that both medical students and likelihood they will occur.  Although
practicing physicians used low-relevance common events may come easily to mind,
information to support their own diagnoses. other cases and occurrences may be easily
     Ignoring negative evidence is a remembered because of their rarity, 
phenomenon related to confirmatory bias.  It uniqueness, or personal meaningfulness due
represents the tendency to use abnormal but to a physician’s research interests, personal
not normal findings in making judgments. experiences or recency of their occurrence. 
Although both abnormal and normal findings Not all easily recalled instances are, in fact,
should be used to make diagnoses efficiently, common.  Detmer and colleagues  asked
a study of practicing physicians demonstrates surgeons to estimate the surgical mortality
how they used abnormal, but not normal, rate for the entire Surgical service.  Surgeons
findings in diagnosing pneumonia in from high mortality specialties
outpatients. (cardiovascular, neurosurgery, general7

     Framing, i.e., alternative ways of surgery) estimated the overall mortality rate
presenting the same information, can to be more than double that of the estimated
influence or even reverse medical decisions. rate by surgeons from low mortality services
McNeil et al  demonstrated how physicians’ (plastic surgery, orthopedics, urology).  A8

preferences for lung cancer treatment shifted surgeon’s own experiences would be
between surgery and radiation therapy when expected to be more available than the
data were presented as the probability of experiences of others and seemed to exert a
living as opposed to the probability of dying, disproportionate effect on judgments about
when the treatments were specifically the mortality rate for the entire Surgery
identified versus not identified and when life service.
expectancy was provided rather than      Representativeness, or pattern
cumulative probability.  Another medically recognition, is a method which uses
relevant example of data presentation relates resemblance as a quick way of assessing
to the willingness of physicians to initiate likelihood, i.e., the probability that “A”

therapy when study results are presented as
relative risks as opposed to differences in

9-11

Obstacles to accurate likelihood
(probability) estimation

12
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belongs to class “B” is directly related to the that we tend to attribute our successes to
degree that “A” resembles “B.”  Pattern skill and our failures to chance, i.e., “bad
recognition is taught and commonly used in luck.”  In a study of estimated surgical
medicine but is not influenced by several mortality, Detmer et al  found that most
factors that are known to affect actual surgeons estimated the mortality rate for
likelihood: the prior probability of disease (or their own patients to be lower than the
outcome), the fact that data from a small mortality rate for the entire service.  (This
sample may be an unreliable estimator of the can be seen to be similar to the Lake
underlying (population) characteristic, the Wobegon phenomenon where all children are
degree to which the event may be above average.)  Ego bias also may affect the
predictable, the likelihood of the event confidence with which estimates are made.
occurring by chance alone, and regression to      Hindsight bias: knowledge that an event
the mean.  For example, a single blood has occurred tends to inflate estimates that it
pressure reading may not be representative would have occurred (compared with true a
of a person’s average blood pressure, and priori estimates).  Hindsight bias has been
most patients with obesity, glucose shown to occur in clinicopathologic
intolerance and hypertension do not have conferences.   A related phenomenon may
Cushing’s disease.  Investigators need to affect judgments of physicians in quality
obtain empirical evidence regarding the improvement and malpractice reviews.
effects of this heuristic in medical decisions.      Value induced bias is generally
     The anchoring and adjustment heuristic manifested as anticipated regret.  This
may be used by physicians in circumstances phenomenon can distort probability estimates
where an initial probability estimate is re- when two steps in the judgment process are
evaluated as new information becomes combined, i.e, when the likelihood estimate
available.  This describes the manner in is influenced by the (un)desirability of the
which much of the diagnostic and prognostic diagnosis or outcome.  Inflation of
information becomes available in medical probability estimates in medical settings
settings, e.g., an initial impression is based related to value induced bias have been
on the history and physical examination, shown by Wallsten  and Poses.
which is updated as routine laboratory and      In the past few years, several research
more specialized test results become groups have been critical of the potential
available.  Studies in nonmedical settings generalizability of the “heuristics and biases
suggest that people tend to be too program” of Kahneman and Tversky.   For
conservative as they adjust their initial example, Lopes and Oden   have noted a)
estimate upward or downward, as if they that the difference between “right” and
were”anchored” to their initial estimate. “wrong” answers may be numerically rather13

     Cognitive bias: These impediments to the small and b) that in certain instances
accurate assessment of likelihood are not heuristics seem to be properties of a general
related to the use of cognitive short cuts or process of pattern recognition rather than
heuristics. individual “rules” that people apply to solve
     Ego bias occurs when estimates of problems.  Gigerenzer and colleagues
probability are altered in a self-serving assert that internal problem representation,
manner.  Psychological research indicates rather than general heuristics, drives
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probability assessments.  They further note among physicians who were trying to
that presenting problems as frequencies, distinguish outpatients with pneumonia from
rather than probabilities, leads to a smaller those who had other causes of acute cough.  
proportion of respondents who seem to use      The accuracy of judgments can be
heuristics. partitioned into three general components: 1)
     Many of the original heuristics and bias prevalence (base rate), 2) discrimination (the
studies as well as those of their critical ability to discern occasions when the event of
counterparts have been performed as pencil interest will or will not occur), and 3)
and paper experiments on college students. calibration (the ability to provide realistic
In contrast, many of the studies cited above probability estimates).
have been performed in naturalistic medical      Over the past decade, an increasing
settings.  The importance of the use of number of common medical judgments have
heuristics and the occurrence of  cognitive been scrutinized to determine their accuracy. 
biases in medical settings is an empirical Poses and colleagues  demonstrated that
question about which we currently know too experienced physicians have difficulty
little.  Although the medical examples cited predicting streptococcal pharyngitis in adult
above offer plausible arguments regarding patients.  These physicians had modest
the importance of heuristics and biases in discrimination (receiver operating curve
medical settings, the frequency of occurrence [ROC] area = .67) and a consistent tendency
and the magnitude of their effects are largely to overestimate the likelihood of strep
still unknown and will require ongoing (average estimate = 62%, actual prevalence
research efforts. = 8%).  A similar tendency to overestimate
     Beyond the effect of heuristics and occurrence rates has been demonstrated for
cognitive biases lie another set of challenges physicians predicting pneumonia in
to clinical judgments.  Methodologic outpatients.   When practicing physicians
considerations and inadequate feedback estimated the likelihood of pneumonia to be
about prior judgments can greatly limit the 90%, it was present in 20% of cases.  In a
opportunities to decipher the “true” similar study, Dawson and Speroff  also
predictive value of the data acquired in usual documented poor calibration and modest
clinical practice.  Spectrum and several forms discrimination (ROC area = .73) by
of test related bias (verification bias, physicians predicting outpatient pneumonia. 
diagnostic review bias, test review bias and Tape and colleagues  demonstrated
incorporation bias) can obscure the actual variability across three study sites in both
predictive characteristics of clinical data for accuracy and apparent physician use of
the clinical observer.   In addition, clinical information for predicting outpatient2,21,22

ethical, cost, and pragmatic concerns often pneumonia.
inhibit clinicians from performing the      Tierney and co-workers  studied
appropriate gold standard test.  In many such physicians’ judgments of probability of
circumstances, this can prevent feedback myocardial infarction among emergency
which could be used to recognize incorrect room patients with chest pain.  They
judgments and to appropriately alter demonstrated very good physician
perceptions of predictive information.  An discrimination (ROC area = .87) and
example of this phenomenon was recognized generally good calibration, except for
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Figure 1. Lens model analysis of clinical variables.

estimates in the mid range of probabilities general tendency to overestimate mortality
(between 30 and 70%) where physicians also have been documented for physicians’
tended to overestimate the likelihood of judgments about longer term outcomes (2
myocardial infarction.  Very good and 6 month survival) for seriously ill
discrimination (ROC areas = .83 - .90) and hospitalized adults.   These patients,
variable calibration have been demonstrated physician accuracy increased as physician
for physicians’ judgments of in-hospital confidence in their predictions increased.  
mortality for intensive care unit  patients. This finding is in contrast to many28,29

Good discrimination (ROC area = .78) and a nonmedical and medical studies which tend

30,31
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to show a lack of relationship between the task system (calculation, intuition or a
confidence levels and accuracy. combination).  Hammond’s formulation33

     A technique called lens model analysis provides a specific structure against which
(see Figure 1) has recently been introduced future research in dynamic decision making
into medical studies and can help dissect out can be tested.
separate components of the judgment      Stewart and Lusk  recently have
process.   It is designed to compare the developed a method to assess judgmental34-37

relationships among clinical predictors accuracy for continuous outcome measures. 
(cues), and the outcome of interest (r ), as Their decomposition of accuracy is explicitlye

well as cues and judgments made by linked to lens model analysis and allows
physicians or others (r ).  The adequacy of specific methods for improving judgments tos

the models of judgment (R ) and outcome be identified and investigated (see Table 1). s

(R ) can be assessed.  In addition, the The first five components of predictione

relationship between the outcome and (rows 1-5) relate to judgment discrimination. 
judgment (R ) and between the two models The last two components (rows 6, 7) relatea

(R ) can be compared.  Speroff and to calibration.  Rows 3 through 7 are at leastm

coworkers  used it to examine why partially under the control of the judge. 34

physicians have difficulty predicting Columns A through N denote potential
hemodynamic status with noninvasive methods for improving judgments.  Letters in
measures.  They discovered that physicians individual cells indicate literature cited by the
seem to underutilize some important cues authors (n = nonmedical, b = both medical
(30% of the explained variance came from and non medical) that investigated a
data from the laboratory, chest radiograph particular component of prediction.  They
and electrocardiogram whereas these data also note areas that should be investigated
accounted for only 7% of the variance in (X).
physicians’ judgments).  In addition,      In combination, the theoretical and
physicians seem to place too much emphasis analytic structures provided by Hammond
on other important cues (physicians placed and Stewart and Lusk  provide a powerful
too much weight on the clinical impression construct within which the systematic
of the presence of congestive heart failure). development and evaluation of information
     Hammond  has offered a theoretical systems and subsequent judgments by38

model of decision making in situations where physicians can be evaluated.
assessments may change over time.  His
theory of “dynamic tasks” asserts that the
output from a task system will tend to
stimulate a form of cognitive activity that lies 1. Dawson NV, Arkes HR.  Systematic
on a continuum from calculation to intuition. errors in medical decision making:
The form of cognitive activity that is induced judgment limitations.  Journal of
may (or may not) be compatible with the General Internal Medicine
task system.  He further argues that 1987;2:183-7.
judgmental accuracy should be highest when
the induced cognitive activity matches that
part of the continuum that is appropriate for  
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Table 1.  Method to assess judgmental accuracy for continuous outcome measures
 (Adapted from Stewart and Lusk)         

C. Adapted from Stuart and Lusk (1994)
Method for Improving Judgements

Component of Prediciton A* B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R

1.  Inherent (environmentally) predictability n**

2.  Fidelity of information system n

3.  Match between environment and judge n n b b

4.  Reliability of acquiring information X X X

5.  Reliability of processing information n b n b b

6.  Regression bias b n X n n b

7.  Base rate bias b X n b

**n = nonmedical studies cited, usually weather
forecasting and psychology *A) Research to find new predictors                                                L) Require justification for judgements

b = both medical and nonmedical studies cited  C) Train judge about environmental system                                    N) Mechanical combination of cues

x = no studies found specifically designed to improve  E) Cognitive feedback biases                                                           P) Feedback about judgment 
judgements in these areas (although reliability of  F) Train judge to ignore non-predicitve cues                                   Q) Search for discrepant information
acquiring information has been shown to be a  G) Develop clear definitions of cues                                                R) Statistical correction for bias
problem  H) Training to improve cue judgements
in medical and nonmedical studies)  I) Improve information displays

 B) Develop better measures of true predictors                                 M) Decompose the judgment task

 D) Experience with specific judgement problem                             O) Statistical training

 J) Replace judge with a model
 K) Combine several independent judgements
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